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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
MONITORING AND COMMUNICATING 
DATA ASSOCIATED WITH A PRODUCT 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t of priority to and is a 
continuation of US. patent application Ser. No. 11/ 655,860 
?le don Jan. 19, 2007 now US. Pat. No. 7,764,183 (the ‘"860 
application”), Which is a continuation-in-part of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/112,718 ?led on Apr. 22, 2005 (the 
“’718 application”) (now US. Pat. No. 7,495,558), Which 
claims the priority of US. Provisional Patent Application No. 
60/566,019 ?led on Apr. 27, 2004 (the “’019 application”). 
This application claims priority to the ’860, ’718 and ’019 
applications, Which are hereby incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an apparatus an a method for 
monitoring and communicating data associated With a prod 
uct. More particularly, the invention relates to RF smart labels 
and related sensors, software and processes that may be used 
for monitoring, analyZing and communicating product data, 
such as “freshness”, perishability, and/or time/temperature 
data. 

BACKGROUND 

Perishable products, such as chilled and minimally pro 
cessed food products, vaccines, pharmaceuticals, blood, ?lm, 
chemicals, adhesives, paint, munitions, batteries, soft drinks, 
beer, cosmetics and many other products, each have a unique 
shelf-life. Product quality is affected by a number of factors 
that may be physical, chemical or biological in nature, and 
that act together in often complex and interconnected Ways. 
Temperature is usually a signi?cant factor determining the 
longevity of quality. Sensors have been proposed to monitor 
and report the “shelf-life” or integrity of a product (e. g. hoW 
Well the quality of the product has been maintained over 
time). US. patent application Ser. No. 11/112,718 (the ’718 
application), Which is assigned to the present assignee and 
Which is incorporated herein by reference, describes a class of 
sensors that utiliZe RF technology for communicating pre 
cise, temperature-dependent, shelf-life and other time-depen 
dent sensor monitoring of perishable products. The sensors 
may operate in conjunction With RF transponders (also 
knoWn as RFID or radio frequency identi?cation devices), 
such as those used for tracking and tracing products. For 
example, the sensors may be directly or indirectly coupled to 
and/ or integrated With an RF transponder. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention combine digital 
sensing and RFID technology for input and output of sensing 
data. This makes possible a neW class of sensors, including 
sensors that monitor and report the integrity of a product (e. g., 
hoW Well the quality of the product has been maintained). 
Embodiments of the present invention add an alternate visual 
and/or audio communication interface to RF digital sensors 
for the purpose of communicating shelf-life and sensor data. 
This alternate visual/audio communication interface may be 
used to set-up and con?gure the sensor When an RF reader is 
not present, to locate a product or container in various situa 
tions, including those Where the RF reader may not be Work 
ing properly, of?oad sensor data in situations Where RF read 
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2 
ers are not present, and in situations Where the amount of 
sensor data is communicated faster in a non-RF manner. For 
example, embodiments may use user-activated push buttons, 
RF commands, sensor softWare automatic activation or 
visual/ audio remote control to activate and deactivate visual 
and/or audio communication. 

In one embodiment of the invention, the sensor may use 
LEDs to signal shelf-life status, respond to a “Where are you” 
location request or set up a visual signaling scheme to receive 
or transmit sensor data. 

In another embodiment of the invention, a visual display, 
such as an LED, LCD, or OLED, provides a speci?c number 
of different signaling schemes, based upon pulse length and 
pattern that generate a time domain pulse sequence, Morse 
code, or other coding algorithm. The signaling schemes may 
be used to signal shelf-life status or product information, 
respond to a “Where are you” location request or send and 
receive shelf-life setup or history data. Alternatively, a sensor 
may use different types of audio sounds signal to shelf-life 
status, product information and alerts, and/or respond to a 
“Where are you” location request. 

In another embodiment, a sensors may use visual displays 
and audible signals to transmit information to a user indica 
tive of tWo or more types of product data, such as data iden 
tifying a type of product and data relating to the freshness, 
perishability and/or shelf-life of the product. Visual and 
audible indicators may signal early Warning alerts or speci?c 
information (for example, by use of color or dot-dash type 
coding). When an RF sensor/indicator is enhanced With 
visual/audio signaling systems, the sensor data can be com 
municated to a user or a remote visual/audio receiver When 

RF readers are not available, When RF performance is loW, 
When data to be communicated by the sensor is extensive and 
When a particular tagged item needs to be located. 

In another embodiment, an elongated smart label or “long 
tag” includes an extended interface betWeen the antenna/ 
RFID device and the sensor module, including a pair of induc 
tors. The long tag provides a solution that alloWs a user to 
position the sensor module inside a package While position 
ing the antenna and/or RFID device outside of the package for 
RF reception. For best RFID performance and because stan 
dard RFID tags often include shipping or product identi?ca 
tion data and/or barcodes, RFID labels may be adhesively 
attached to the outside of the tagged case. Placing the sensor 
module inside a package, such as a cold box, While alloWing 
the antenna to reside outside of the package provides various 
advantages. For example and Without limitation, the long tag 
alloWs for optimal sensing and RF reception When used 
together With temperature sensitive goods that are placed in a 
container lined With metal and/or containing ice or dry ice 
packs, Which could reduce RFID read performance. In one 
embodiment, the poWer supply or battery is placed near the 
antenna, remote from the sensor module. This alloWs the 
battery to reside outside of a container, thereby eliminating a 
risk that cold or freeZing temperatures cause battery voltage 
to drop. Additionally, a long tag could be used to sense the 
temperature of cases located in the middle of a pallet. 

According to one aspect of the invention, a sensor is pro 
vided for monitoring and communicating data related to a 
perishable item. The sensor is adapted to operate With an 
RFID device including an antenna for receiving signals from 
an RF reader. The sensor includes a sensor module that moni 
tors time and temperature of a perishable item, that deter 
mines a current freshness status based on the time and tem 
perature, and that selectively transmits data representing the 
freshness status. The sensor further includes a communica 
tion interface With the RFID device. The interface alloWs an 
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RFID reader to retrieve data representing the freshness status 
from the sensor module, and allows the sensor module to 
detect activation of the RFID device. An indicator is commu 
nicatively coupled to the sensor module. The indicator is 
adapted to selectively activate and communicate the fresh 
ness status by use of a humanly perceivable signal under 
control of the sensor module. The sensor module is adapted to 
selectively activate the indicator in response to detecting acti 
vation of the RFID device. 

According to another aspect of the invention, a method is 
provided for locating a perishable item by use of an identi? 
cation signal generated from an RFID reader. The method 
includes providing a smart label that is attachable to a con 
tainer including the perishable item. The smart label includes 
an RFID device and a sensor module that is communicatively 
coupled to the RFID device. The sensor module includes an 
indicator for generating a humanly perceivable signal. The 
method further includes receiving an identi?cation signal 
from an RFID reader, detecting receipt of an identi?cation 
signal by the RFID device by use of the sensor module; and 
causing the indicator to generate a humanly perceivable sig 
nal in response to the detected receipt of the identi?cation 
signal. 

Other features are described and claimed beloW and/ or are 
apparent from the draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a sensor adapted to com 
municate data associated With a product according to one 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates an RF sensor having a 
direct sensor-to-antenna connection according to another 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 3 schematically illustrates a semi-passive RF sensor 
having a serial interface betWeen sensor and RFID compo 
nents according to another embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 4 schematically illustrates an active integrated sensor 
and RFID module according to another embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a user using an RFID sensor to locate a 
particular container according to one embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of an extended smart 
label or “long tag” that includes a extended interface betWeen 
the antenna/RFID device and the sensor module, according to 
the present invention. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of an extended smart 
label or “long tag” that includes a extended interface that can 
be attached to an antenna/RFID device, including a pair of 
inductors. 

FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of an extended 
smart label or “long tag” that includes a extended interface 
betWeen the antenna/RFID device and the sensor module, 
according to the present invention. 

FIG. 9 illustrates the extended smart label or “long tag” 
shoWn in FIG. 7 being placed into a container. 

FIGS. 10A and 10B respectively illustrate a plan vieW and 
an elevation vieW of an embodiment of a display/sWitch that 
may be used With the RFID sensors of the present invention. 

FIGS. 11A-11D shoW an embodiment of a push-button 
sWitch that may be used With the display/sWitch shoWn in 
FIGS. 10A, 10B and the RFID sensors of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiment of the present invention Will noW be 
described in detail With reference to the draWings, Which are 
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4 
provided as illustrative examples of the invention so as to 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. Nota 
bly, the implementation of certain elements of the present 
invention may be accomplished using softWare, hardWare, 
?rmWare or any combination thereof, as Would be apparent to 
those of ordinary skill in the art, and the ?gures and examples 
beloW are not meant to limit the scope of the present inven 
tion. Moreover, Where certain elements of the present inven 
tion can be partially or fully implemented using knoWn com 
ponents, only those portions of such knoWn components that 
are necessary for an understanding of the present invention 
Will be described, and detailed descriptions of other portions 
of such knoWn components Will be omitted so as not to 
obscure the invention. Preferred embodiments of the present 
invention are illustrated in the Figures, like numerals being 
used to refer to like and corresponding parts of various draW 
ings. 
Embodiments of the invention are described beloW relating 

to RF smart labels, tags and sensors, softWare and processes 
particularly for monitoring and analyZing the shelf-life of a 
perishable product. For example, the labels, tags and sensors 
may be used to indicate the “freshness”, perishability or 
“shelf-life” of an item, and/or to provide logistics and inven 
tory management to RFID tracking and tracing of products. 
The ’7l8 application, Which has been incorporated by refer 
ence, describes labels, tags and sensors that can be used to 
implement the present invention. 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a shelf-life sensor 10, 
according the present invention. The sensor includes a poWer 
supply or battery 12, a sensor module 14, and a indicator/ 
sWitch 16. The sensor module 14 is coupled to and receives 
electrical poWer from battery 12, Which may comprise a coin 
cell, ?exible battery or other relatively thin poWer supply. The 
sensor module 14 may include sensor logic, such as a con 
ventional processor chip and/or circuitry, a memory module 
for storing data, such as data related to a perishable item or 
product, freshness data, or data representing one or more 
prede?ned temperature-dependent shelf-life trends, and a 
sensor component adapted so sense and/or detect temperature 
and/or other product parameters. The sensor logic or process 
ing circuitry can compare data received from the sensor com 
ponent to trend data in memory to determine the freshness, 
perishability or shelf-life of a particular product. This may be 
performed in the manners described in the ’7l8 application 
and/or US. Pat. No. 5,442,669 (the ‘"669 patent”), Which is 
assigned to the present assignee and Which is incorporated 
herein by reference. In alternate embodiments, the sensor 
module 14 may use external memory, such as the memory 
contained in an RFID device, to store product data and sensor 
measurements. 

The sensor module 14 preferably includes a conventional 
interface for communicatively coupling the module 14 to an 
RF transponder, as discussed in greater detail beloW in refer 
ence to FIGS. 2-4. Particularly, the sensor module 14 may be 
used in conjunction With a RF transponder or other radio 
frequency identi?cation (RFID) system used to communicate 
data, locate, track and trace products or monitor an environ 
ment. The sensor module 14 may also be used in conjunction 
With an RF communication interface such as Bluetooth or 
Zigbee. The sensor module 14 is further coupled to the indi 
cator/sWitch 16 and can selectively signal indicator/switch 16 
in order to activate/deactivate (turn on and off) the indicator. 
In one embodiment, the structure of sensor module 14 may 
include structures substantially similar to the sensor chips 
described in the ’71 8 application. 
The indicator/switch 16 may be communicatively coupled 

to the sensor module 14 and may receive electrical poWer 
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from battery 12. The indicator/sWitch 16 may include a LED, 
OLED, LCD, light or other visual, audio or otherwise 
humanly perceivable sensory indicator for providing infor 
mation regarding a monitored product and/ or the “freshness” 
of the product that is being monitored. For example, the 
indicator/switch 16 may comprise a multi-colored display 
(e. g., LED or LCD) adapted to generate a different color 
based on a particular signal. In one embodiment, the indica 
tor/sWitch 16 may also include a conventional electrical or 
capacitive sWitch for selectively activating the display and/or 
the sensor module 14, for example, by manually depressing 
the indicator/sWitch 16. The sWitch and display elements may 
be separate devices that are communicatively coupled 
together. Alternatively, the sWitch and display elements may 
comprise a single integrated component. For example, the 
indicator/switch 16 may be constructed in a “stacked” con 
?guration, including a transparent cover or membrane, a 
visual indicator (e.g., an LED) located beloW the membrane, 
and electrical sWitching circuitry beloW the indicator. When 
the membrane is depressed, the sWitching circuitry closes, 
Which “Wakes up” or activates the sensor module 14 and/or 
display. For example, the sensor may be shaped like a dot, 
approximately 3-6 millimeters in diameter, folded, With tWo 
or more layers of stacked electronics, one of Which is a 
sWitch, and one of Which is a display (or audio), so that When 
touched it ?ashes back in one or more colors, or in a dot-dash 
code or by RF, or other form of communication to an accept 
able reader, human, machine or otherWise. In an alternate 
embodiment, display 16 may be replaced by and/or comprise 
an audible indicator, for example, a loW poWer audible oscil 
lator that generates humanly perceivable sound. 

FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate one embodiment of a display/ 
sWitch 16. Display/sWitch 16 includes a pair of LEDs 50, 52, 
Which may comprise red and green LEDs, respectively, and a 
push-button sWitch 54. Integrated circuitry 56 controls the 
operation and/or activation of LEDs 50, 52. The LEDs 50, 52, 
sWitch 54 and integrated circuitry 56 is electrically coupled to 
the positive and negative poles of a thin battery cell 58. The 
LEDs 50, 52, sWitch 54, and integrated circuitry 54 may be 
preferably adhered to the battery cell using a conventional 
adhesive. 

FIGS. 11A-11D shoW one embodiment of a push-button 
sWitch 54 that may be used With the display/sWitch 16. The 
button can be dispensed using a standard machine tape. The 
button includes a conductive member 60 that is attached to the 
top substrate or tape portion 62. A pair of adhesive spacers 64, 
66 adhere to the substrate 62 and hold the conductive member 
aWay from the conductive leads 68, 70 beloW. The conductive 
leads 68, 70 are separated by a small sWitch gap 72. When the 
button is depressed, the conductive member 60 is placed in 
contact With conductive leads 68, 70. This forms and electri 
cal connection betWeen the leads and closes the circuit. 

The sensor 10 is preferably embodied in a substantially 
planar label that may be attached to affected or perishable 
products in order to monitor the product integrity, usability 
and safety of a product or an environment. In the case of 
perishable products, the sensor modules 14 may include con 
ventional temperature, shelf-life (the integration of time and 
temperature), humidity, vibration, shock and other sensors 
that determine hoW Well the quality of a perishable has been 
maintained, such as the sensors described in the ’718 appli 
cation and/or the ’669 patent. In the case of non-perishable 
products, sensors may include the above mentioned sensors 
plus product speci?c sensors that monitor the Wear and tear on 
a particular product. 

In one embodiment, sensor 10 comprises a smart label that 
is adapted to be attached to a product or container and that 
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6 
monitors temperature and time. For example, the sensor may 
sense and integrate temperature over time While referencing a 
data table containing the shelf-life parameters for a tagged 
product, as may be previously provided or understood by a 
perishable producer. These shelf-life parameters and deter 
minations may include calculations based upon Arrhenius 
equations With additional re?nements, depending upon the 
quality concerns of the perishable producer. The result is a 
customiZed, product-speci?c, real-time indicator of shelf-life 
left and/ or shelf-life history. 

In one embodiment, the sensor 10 generates a visible and/ 
or audible signal that has a frequency, duration and/ or peri 
odic characteristic that varies based on one or more factors. 

For example, the sensor 1 0 may generate one or more periodic 
signals representative of at least tWo factors, such as type of 
product and its freshness. A ?rst factor may include, for 
example, a type or classi?cation of an item used to identify it 
by type or general class of products or goods. A second factor 
may include a freshness of that particular product or good. 
Preferably, the freshness is determined by the sensor module 
14 in the manner described in the ’7 l 8 application. The sensor 
module 14 can communicate signals to the indicator/sWitch 
16 in order to visually and/ or audibly indicate the freshness of 
the product. 
As an example of a visual indicator, a green dot generated 

by the display 16 (e.g., an LED) may indicate a fresh product, 
While a red dot may indicate a spoiled product. The same dot 
may ?ash With a period of one second, so that it is illuminated 
for a half second and off for a half second periodically, to 
indicate a particular produce type. A different produce type 
may have a period of tWo seconds, and a medicine type may 
have a period of three seconds. 

This signaling scheme may also be reversed, so that the dot 
illuminates for a duration corresponding to the freshness of 
the product, e.g., longer duration for fresher product. For 
example, a green dot may indicate produce type A, a red dot 
produce type B and a yelloW dot for medicine product. The 
display may generate a periodic ?ashing green light to indi 
cate a “freshness” percentage or shelf-life of the product. For 
example, the longer the period that the green light ?ashes, the 
shorter the shelf-life of the product. Alternatively, the sensor 
may use a code may to communicate the percentage of the 
shelf-life remaining or the number of days remaining. For 
example, three-second periods may comprise months, tWo 
second periods may comprise Weeks, and one-second periods 
may comprise days. In this example, a three-second ?ash, 
folloWed by three one-second ?ashes, Would represent a 
month and three days of shelf-life. In an alternate embodi 
ment, the display includes both dashes and dots for commu 
nicating information relating to product type and shelf-life 
using a code, for example, Morse code. 
As an example regarding audible signals, a high pitch 

sound may indicate a fresh product, While a loWer pitch sound 
may indicate a spoiled product. The same dot may sound-off 
for a predetermined time period (e. g., one second), so that it 
generates sound for a ?rst predetermined time (e.g., a half 
second) and is silent for a second predetermined time (e.g., a 
half second), to indicate a particular produce type. A different 
produce type may have a different period (e. g., tWo seconds), 
and a medicine type may have another period (e.g., three 
seconds). These may be reversed, so that the sound is heard 
for a duration corresponding to the freshness of the product, 
e. g., longer duration for fresher product. Alternatively, differ 
ent sound types could be used, such as a B ?at tone to indicate 
produce type A, a C sharp tone for produce type B, and a D ?at 
tone for a medicine product. 
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Referring noW to FIGS. 2-4, the sensor 10 may be commu 
nicatively coupled to an RFID device or RF transponder 18, 
Which may comprise a conventional RFID integrated circuit. 
In one embodiment, the sensor 10 and RFID 18 may be 
integrated Within a single device. In the embodiment shoWn in 
FIG. 2, the sensor module 14 has the ability to connect to 
transponder 18 via a direct current connection 22 to the tran 
sponder’s antenna 20. In the embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 3 
and 4, the sensor module 14 connects to the transponder 18 
via a one- or tWo-Wire interface 24, respectively. The tran 
sponder 18 assigns a predetermined amount (e. g., 32 bits) of 
user read/Write memory exclusively to the sensor. The sensor 
may use this designated RF transponder memory to report 
sensor status and alerts, to generate a particular indication 
signal by use of indicator/sWitch 16, and to send/receive 
sensor commands to/from an RF reader. 

In the case of a multi-chip RF tag, the tag’s circuit archi 
tecture supports an RFID transponder chip With support for 
either a direct current connection to the RF antenna (FIG. 4) 
or for a one- or tWo-Wire serial interface to a sensor integrated 

circuit (FIGS. 2-3), and a predetermine amount of read/Write 
user memory. One or more sensor integrated circuits provide 
sensing, sensing poWer management, sensing data memory 
management and RF detection/interface to the RFID tran 
sponder. The system preferably includes a battery 12 for 
poWering the sensor(s) and optionally enhancing the commu 
nication signal When sensor data is sent to an RF reader 
(although the system may also be passively con?gured). The 
battery also can be used to support the initiation of RF com 
munication by the sensor. 

The system includes a communication interface preferably 
having the following features. First, it is con?gured to provide 
noti?cation to the sensor 10 that data or commands are being 
sent by an RF reader or other RF device including another 
sensor. The noti?cation may be provided from the RF tran 
sponder 18 or from circuitry in the sensor 10 that is Watching 
the RF data for sensor commands. The commands may 
include a command from an RFID reader that corresponds to 
a particular RFID device. Alternatively, a sensor identi?er 
command could be used that identi?es a speci?c sensor using 
a identi?cation code or serial number. The sensor identi?ca 
tion may also be associated With a container, product, or item. 
The interface may also be con?gured With the ability for the 
sensor, as part of its sensing operation, to store sensor status 
and alert data into designated RF transponder memory. The 
interface preferably may also have the ability for the sensor 
and the RF reader or other RF device to send/receive com 
mands and data using designated RF transponder memory. In 
one embodiment, the interface has the ability for the sensor to 
bypass the RF transponder memory and to establish a direct 
path from the RF reader to the sensor for the purpose of initial 
sensor con?guration and for doWnloading sensor history. 

In operation, the smart labels 10 may be used to selectively 
and remotely locate a particular product or container and 
obtain data relating to that product or container. FIG. 5 shoWs 
a collection of containers 34 that may reside, for example, in 
a storage facility or Warehouse. In this example, a user 30 
having an RFID 32 reader can quickly and easily locate a 
particular container. The user 30 enters into the reader 32 an 
RF identi?cation command (e.g., a “Where are you?” com 
mand), Which is associated With the RFID corresponding to 
the product that the user Would like to locate. Reader 32 
transmits the identi?cation command via an RF signal toWard 
the collection of containers 34. The RFID devices 18 in smart 
labels 10 receive the RFID signals including the identi?cation 
command. The speci?c RFID device corresponding to the 
identi?er can detect the command and activate in response. 
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8 
The RFID devices not associated With the particular identi?er 
take no action. The sensor 10' that is coupled to the activated 
RFID device detects the command and/ or the activation of the 
RFID device and, in response, sends a command to indicator/ 
sWitch 18. The command causes indicator/sWitch 18 to ?ash 
and/or illuminate and/ or in the case of an audible indicator, to 
generate an audible tone. The ?ashing display 18 and/or 
audible tone alloW the user 30 to visually and/or audibly 
locate the desired product. In one embodiment, the sensor 10' 
Will also communicate its freshness data in response to 
detecting the command. For example, the command may 
cause the sensor 10' to activate in the folloWing manner: i) 
?ash in a predetermined manner (e.g., a location sequence) to 
alloW a user to locate the container/product; ii) pause for a 
predetermined period of time; and iii) ?ash in a manner that 
communicates freshness data and/ or product information. In 
an alternate embodiment, a user 30 may enter a separate 
command into the RFID reader 32 to cause the sensor 10' to 
display its freshness information. Alternatively, When the 
smart label is enumerated by the RFID signal, the sensor 
module may chooses at random one of the visual signaling 
schemes or may be instructed by the RF reader Which visual 
signaling scheme to use. The smart label may then sends 
sensor data to a conventional visual receiver or vision system 
in the visual communication scheme chosen. By using sig 
naling schemes, the vision reader can handle partial or Zero 
visual data. It should be understood that the particular 
examples discussed in this paragraph are in no Way limiting 
and any suitable command, command sequence and/or com 
mand structure can be used to trigger a particular sensor 10' or 
its associated product and/ or container, and to communicate 
data regarding the product. 
The visual/ audible indicators of the foregoing embodi 

ments may also enable visual and audio communications to 
replace or supplement RF communications by using signal 
ing schemes to transmit data either to a user or to a special 
reader, such as one or more conventional vision systems, 

photodetectors, pattern detectors, luminance detectors, or 
sound detectors. For example, a visual signal may comprise a 
?ash of a dot or a sequence of ?ashes of a suitable length of 
time su?icient for a vision system to read the data. This data 
can communicate descriptive features of a product or condi 
tion, such as data the percentage of remaining shelf-life 
(100%, 85%, 50%), speci?c alert conditions (temperature has 
exceeded 8 C for 20 sensing periods), and the like. 

Visual data that a vision system receives may be converted 
and/or reformatted so that it is compatible With data received 
from the perishable indicator by an RFID reader. For 
example, the conversion may alloW the visual data to be 
incorporated into the supply chain and cold chain information 
systems used by RF readers. This visual data may be noted as 
visual data received, such as the ID of the visual receiver, 
location, time and other information tracked in RFID sys 
tems. 
The visual/ audible indicators of the foregoing embodi 

ments further enable visual and audio communications to be 
initiated by an RF command sent to the perishable indicator 
by an RF reader to either locate a tagged item or to initiate a 
visual/ audio communication link for the purpose of transmit 
ting data to and from the perishable indicator. Data transmit 
ted to the sensor can be shelf-life data about a product to be 
tagged, information about a shipment, a batch lot number, 
quality inspection data or change of custody information. 
Data transmitted from the perishable indicator can be a tem 
perature or shelf-life log or other sensor data collected by the 
sensor such as humidity. 
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In one embodiment, a smart label 10 may be adapted to 
respond to and communicate With an RF reader that is shared 
at a checkpoint for invoicing, billing or the like. The items 
passing through the reader might be prompted by the reader to 
communicate their freshness data to the reader. A textual, 
colored or shaped indicia of shelf-life, being either a symbol 
or index of such, could be added to line items regardless of 
Uccnet or EAn or ECP Global or other codes. In this manner, 
by vieWing a checkout or an inventory display screen, the 
reader display, or a summary paper receipt, an ordinary 
employee or end customer could vieW the “freshness” or 
perishability of various items. Such an additional readout in 
the case of perishables permits an additional bene?t in the 
perception of merchandise quality. In one embodiment, this 
read out may be used in lieu of a visual tag display to reduce 
the need for poWer to operate a tag display (or the cost per 
label or tag in having an operating individual item self-poW 
ered display on each item), While still providing an RFID 
cued indication of freshness. Alternatively, the smart labels 
passing through the readers may be prompted to communi 
cate their freshness data via their respective displays. 

FIGS. 6-8 illustrate further embodiments of the inventions, 
Which implement an elongated or extended antenna interface. 
FIG. 6 shoWs a smart label 100 including an extended antenna 
interface 220, Which is used to connect the sensor 110 to the 
RFID chip 180 and antenna 200. The smart label 100 includes 
a poWer supply or battery 120, a sensor module 140, and an 
indicator/switch 160. The sensor module 140 is coupled to 
and receives electrical poWer from battery 120, Which may 
comprise a coin cell, ?exible battery or other relatively thin 
poWer supply. The sensor module 140 may include sensor 
logic, such as a conventional processor chip and/ or circuitry, 
a memory module for storing data, such as data related to a 
perishable item or product, freshness data, or data represent 
ing one or more prede?ned temperature-dependent shelf-life 
trends, and a sensor component adapted to sense and/ or detect 
temperature and/or other product parameters. In alternate 
embodiments, the sensor module 140 may use external 
memory, such as the memory contained in an RFID device, to 
store product data and sensor measurements. The sensor 
module 140 and RFID chip 180 may be substantially similar 
in structure and function to sensor module 14 and RFID chip 
18, respectively. 
The indicator/sWitch 160 may be communicatively 

coupled to the sensor module 140 and may receive electrical 
poWer from battery 120. The indicator/sWitch 160 may 
include a LED, OLED, LCD, light or other visual, audio or 
otherWise humanly perceivable sensory indicator for provid 
ing information regarding a monitored product and/or the 
“freshness” of the product that is being monitored. For 
example, the indicator/sWitch 160 may comprise a multi 
colored display (e.g., LED or LCD) adapted to generate a 
different color based on a particular signal. In one embodi 
ment, the indicator/sWitch 160 may also include a conven 
tional electrical or capacitive sWitch for selectively activating 
the display and/or the sensor module 140, for example, by 
manually depressing the indicator/sWitch 160. The indicator/ 
sWitch 160 may be substantially similar in structure and func 
tion to indicator/sWitch 16 described above. 

The smart label 100 includes an elongated or extended 
antenna interface 220 for communicatively coupling the 
module 140 to RF transponder 180. The elongated or 
extended antenna interface 220 is preferably formed using a 
thin, ?exible substrate, Which in one embodiment may com 
prise polyester. In one embodiment, the entire smart label 100 
is formed on the ?exible substrate. The extended antenna 
interface 220 can be about several inches to about 10 feet or 
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10 
more in length. Initial labels 100 have been made With 
example lengths of l 0 inches, 24 inches and 30 inches. In one 
embodiment, the tag is covered front and back With label 
stock comprising a ?exible material, such as paper, tyvec, 
polyester or the like. The back of the tag may also include an 
attachment material, such as double-stick tape, Velcro, adhe 
sive or the like at one or both ends. The extended antenna 
interface 220 includes a pair of inductors 222 that couple the 
interface to the antenna 200. 

In one embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7, the sensor module 
140 and antenna interface 220 are formed separately from the 
RF transponder 180 and antenna 200. In this embodiment, the 
sensor module 140 may be selectively and communicatively 
coupled to the RF transponder by attaching the antenna inter 
face 220 to an RFID antenna 200. This coupling is made using 
inductors 222. The inductors 222 alloW the sensor circuit to 
connect to the antenna We Without detuning it and absorbing 
energy. The inductors 222 present increasing resistance (im 
pedance) to current ?oW as the frequency increases (e.g., at 
loW frequency the inductor is like a short circuit at high 
frequency it is like an open circuit)iso at UHF the inductors 
act like an open circuit and isolate the antenna 200/RFID chip 
180 from the sensor module 140. 

In another embodiment shoWn in FIG. 8, the smart label 
100' includes a battery 120 that is disposed in relative close 
proximity to the antenna 200 and remote from the sensor 
module 140. In this embodiment, the sensor module 140 can 
be placed in a container While both the battery 120 and 
antenna 200 reside outside of the container. This alloWs for 
extended battery life, for example, When a thermally cooled 
container is used. In another embodiment, the display/sWitch 
160 can also be disposed in relative close proximity to the 
antenna 200 and remote from the sensor module 140. 

In the embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 6-8, the extended 
interface 220 alloWs the sensor module 140/140' to signal 
directly to the RFID chip 180 to update RF memory in the 
chip. The interface also alloWs the module 140 to detect the 
incoming RF data so it knoWs When not to communicate With 
the RFID chip 180. The inductors alloW for signalling the 
RFID chip because the frequency required to do this at is only 
a feW tens of kilohertZ and at this frequency the inductors look 
like short circuits. This alloWs the module to see the RFID 
chip through the inductors at loW frequencies, While the UHF 
RF frequencies are blocked by the same inductors. Detecting 
the incoming RF is also possible because the chip produces a 
varying loW frequency signal, Which is resolvable at the 
antenna and again passes through the inductors. The induc 
tors can be formed as a separate or integral component. For 
example, the inductors can be designed as a coil etched/ 
printed directly on the substrate or be built as a micro strip 
inductor. 

In operation, the sensor end of the smart label 100, 100' is 
placed in the container at the desired location. FIG. 9 shoWs a 
smart label 100 being inserted into a container. Once inserted 
into a container the elongated antenna interface 220 may 
extend up the inside Wall of the container and over the top of 
the case so that the antenna 200 and RFID chip 180 are 
located outside of the container. The thin, ?exible interface 
220, alloWs the lid to be placed on the container and seal the 
container. The antenna end of the tag may be attached to the 
outside Wall of the container using the tape, adhesive or 
Velcro®. 

The elongated smart label 100 is particularly useful in 
applications Where it is desirable for the sensor to be inside 
the package. Placing the sensor module inside a package, 
such as a cold box, While alloWing the antenna to reside 
outside of the package provides various advantages. For 
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example and Without limitation, the long tag allows for opti 
mal sensing and RF reception When used together With tem 
perature sensitive goods that are placed in a container lined 
With metal and/ or containing ice or dry ice packs, Which could 
reduce RFID read performance. In one embodiment, the 
poWer supply or battery is placed near the antenna, remote 
from the sensor module. This alloWs the battery to reside 
outside of a container, thereby eliminating a risk that cold or 
freezing temperatures cause battery voltage to drop. Addi 
tionally, a long tag could be used to sense the temperature of 
cases located in the middle of a pallet. 

It should be understood that the inventions described 
herein are provided by Way of example only and that numer 
ous changes, alterations, modi?cations, and substitutions 
may be made Without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the inventions as delineated Within the folloWing claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A condition monitoring system, comprising: 
a radio frequency transponder module including a RFID 

chip having a ?rst memory and an antenna; 
at least one sensor module that monitors data related to the 

condition of a product, and includes a second memory 
for storing the monitored data; and 

a communication interface that couples the at least one 
sensor module to the RFID chip; 

Wherein the sensor module communicates With the RFID 
chip by Way of the interface and updates the ?rst 
memory With data related to the product. 

2. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 
system is responsive to a radio frequency signal to access data 
in the second memory, Wherein the ?rst and second memory 
are addressed using a memory address space that combines as 
least a portion of physical memory in the ?rst memory With at 
least a portion of physical memory in the second memory. 

3. The condition monitoring system of claim 2 Wherein the 
memory address space includes address space in the second 
memory that is addressed using addresses beyond the physi 
cal address space of the ?rst memory. 

4. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 
?rst memory receives and stores commands that are acces 
sible by the sensor module. 

5. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 
at least one sensor module determines a current freshness 

status based on the monitored data. 
6. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 

at least one sensor module determines a Wear and tear status 

based on the monitored data. 
7. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 

second memory is electrically connected to the antenna. 
8. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 

communication interface electrically connects second 
memory to the radio frequency transponder module. 

9. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein the 
sensor module stores sensor status and alert data in the ?rst 

memory. 
10. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 

the communication interface alloWs the radio frequency 
reader to bypass the ?rst memory and to establish a direct path 
to the sensor module. 

11. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 further 
comprising a battery poWering the at least one sensor module 
and operative to enhance a radio frequency signal from the 
transponder module. 

12. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 further 
comprising a battery poWering the at least one sensor module 
and operative to support initiation of RF communication by 
the transponder module. 
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13. The condition monitoring system of claim 8 Where the 

communication interface is longer than one inch. 
14. The condition monitoring system of claim 8 Where the 

communication interface betWeen the second memory and 
the antenna is longer than tWo inches. 

15. The condition monitoring system of claim 14 Wherein 
the communication interface is suf?ciently long to permit the 
radio frequency transponder module to be located at the exte 
rior of a product container and the sensor module to be located 
inside the product container. 

16. The condition monitoring system of claim 15 Wherein 
the communication interface is coupled to a ?exible substrate, 
Which is attachable to the product container. 

17. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 
the RFID chip includes a serial interface. 

18. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 
the radio frequency transponder module and the at least one 
sensor module are spaced apart from each other and are 
attached to a generally planar insulating substrate. 

19. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 
the communication interface betWeen the transponder mod 
ule and the at least one sensor module is operative to bypass 
the ?rst memory and to establish a direct path from an RF 
reader to the at least one sensor module. 

20. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 
the at least one sensor module is operative to receive a signal 
directly from an RF reader by Way of the communication 
interface and to transmit monitored data to the reader. 

21. A condition monitoring system as in claim 1 Wherein 
the at least one sensor module can store data and alerts into 

?rst memory. 
22. A condition monitoring system comprising 
a transponder module including an RFID chip With a ?rst 
memory and an antenna; 

a sensor module including a condition sensor for monitor 
ing data related to the condition of a product and a 
second memory for storing the monitored data; 

a communication interface that couples the sensor module 
With the transponder module, and is operative to alloW 
an RFID reader to retrieve data from the sensor module; 
and 

an indicator, Which is communicatively coupled to the 
sensor module, Which generates non-radio frequency 
signals according to a signaling scheme that communi 
cates data related to the condition of a product. 

23. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the indicator comprises a light-emitting display. 

24. The condition monitoring system of claim 23 Wherein 
the light-emitting display comprises an LED, an OLED or an 
LCD device. 

25. The condition monitoring system of claim 23 Wherein 
the light-emitting display is detectable by one or more detec 
tors comprising one or more vision systems, photo detectors, 
pattern detectors, or luminance detectors. 

26. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the indicator selectively activates and communicates data 
related to a product by use of an audio or visual signal under 
the control of the sensor module. 

27. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the sensor module is operative to selectively activate the 
indicator in response to a received Where-are-you location 
request. 

28. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the sensor module is operative to selectively update the ?rst 
memory With data related to a product. 

29. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the second memory is internal to the sensor module. 
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30. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 wherein 
the second memory is external to the sensor module. 

31. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the ?rst and second memory are addressed using a memory 
address space that combines as least a portion of physical 
memory in the ?rst memory With at least a portion of physical 
memory in the second memory. 

32. The condition monitoring system of claim 31 Wherein 
the memory address space includes address space in the sec 
ond memory that is addressed using addresses beyond the 
physical address space of the ?rst memory. 

33. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the ?rst memory receives and stores commands that are 
accessible by the sensor module. 

14 
34. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 

the sensor module determines a current freshness status based 
on the monitored data. 

35. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 
the at least one sensor module determines a Wear and tear 

status based on the monitored data. 
36. The condition monitoring system of claim 22 Wherein 

the signaling scheme generated by the indicator is based on 
pulse length, a time domain pulse sequence, Morse code or 
other signaling schemes. 

37. The condition monitoring system of claim 1 Wherein 
the at least one sensor module communicates by use of a 
Bluetooth or Zigbee interface. 

* * * * * 


